
Studio Module 2



Whilst reading a series of books and papers relating to the Anthropocene I came across the term Technofossils. 
A term used by stratigrapher Jan Zalasiewicz to define the fossilised remains of  human manufacturing. These 
could be in the form of roads, cities, plastics, excavations, manufactured minerals etc. Inspiration for forms I 
create come from speculative geological events that enmesh the products of the human geologic with the  
natural materials of mud, clay or rock. The resulting forms have become Quasi Objects or Things (Latour 1991, 
Ingold 2010) 

In the vain of Zalasiewicz I ask myself what if…… 

An industrial component is washed out to sea and settles in the sand on the sea bed. Millions of years go by and 
successive layers of sand are deposited on top of the component encapsulating the object in deep time. Millions 
of years later far beyond the age of the humans geological processes alter the component and its surrounding 
deposits and preserve it as a technofossil. 

The landmass of a disused gleaming white marble quarry drops below sea level, subsequent flooding and 
deposition of sediments fills the contoured margins of the quarry. Millions of years later earthquakes and faults 
fracture the land and expose a section of rock. The interface of white marble contours can be seen against the 
darker mudstone deposits, another technofossil is formed. 

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (2004) argue that the essential relation, in a world of life, is not between matter 
and form, or between substance and attributes, but between materials and forces whereby form comes into 
being. 

Theoretical discourse



Ingold 2010 reiterates this 

It is about the way in which materials of all sorts, with various and variable properties, and enlivened by the 
forces of the Cosmos, mix and meld with one another in the generation of things. And what they seek to 
overcome in their rhetoric is the lingering influence of a way of thinking about things, and about how they are 
made and used, that has been around in the western world for the past two millennia and more.  

Bruno Latour is also critical of objects existing in isolation and is critical of systems that operate separately i.e.  
science that represents things and political power that represents subjects. He refers to the ozone layer as not 
solely nature, nor solely culture but what he refers to as a hybrid object. (Latour 1991) 

Latour proposes a new Non-Modern constitution governed by a Parliament of Things whereby Things are given 
rights and are able to voice opinion. 

In its confines, the continuity of the collective is reconfigured (…). Natures are present, but with their 
representatives, scientists who speak in their name. Societies are present, but with the objects that have been 
serving as their ballast from time immemorial. Let one of the representatives talk, for instance, about the ozone 
hole, another represent the Monsanto chemical industry, a third the workers of the same chemical industry, 
another the voters of New Hampshire, a fifth the meteorology of the polar regions, let still another speak in the 
name of the State; what does it matter, so long as they are all talking about the same thing, about a quasi-object 
they have all created, the object-discourse-nature-society whose new properties astound us all and whose 
network extends from my refrigerator to the Antarctic by way of chemistry, law, the State, the economy, and 
satellites. 
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Edward Burtynsky
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Human Geologic Macro/Micro



Making





CNC carved low fired bisque with internal structures





Adding copper and 1% silicon carbide to slip



Encasing bisqueware in  wax to stop breakout





CAD



CAD



CNC carved direct  on raw clay



Testing with 5% by weight
• gum arabic
• glaze hardener
• linseed oil



Thinking about composition and groupings





Colour stained inclusions



Mixing laminated bodies



Adding slip and glaze inclusions



Applying processes to wet clay



Using moulds



Using moulds



Using moulds



Vertical compositions



Capturing the aesthetic of  a Thing
Colour and texture









Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
Surface glazing



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing
Submerging coloured mould forms using was and resist



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing
Joining, sectioning and slip application



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
Back to CNC



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
CAD mash ups CNC



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
CAD mash ups CNC



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
Planes, wax and CNC



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
Planes, wax and CNC



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing 
Planes and hammers and chisels





Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing
Machine and hand making hammers



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing
Other materials

Cornish Stone 70 
Wolastonite 30 
Cobalt oxide 2

Plaster stained with gouache 
Pure porcelain with green stain



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing
Planes and other materials
Transparent earthenware 90 
Tin Oxide 6 
Zinc Oxide 4



Capturing the aesthetic of a Thing
Planes and kiln bricks
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Marie Torbenstadder Hermann



Nature



I have been exploring the idea of creating forms that reveal a geometrical excavation reminiscent of the human 
geologic. Using CNC machining and CAD processes I cut blocks of unfired and low fired bisque clay. Cutting 
Bisque was problematic, with the tools wearing and pieces breaking off. After attempts to encase in the bisque in 
wax to prevent this the results were still unsatisfactory. Results on unfired clay were more successful, more 
granular clay bodies resulted in a rougher cut and those with fine grains like porcelain bodies cut well with fine 
details. I trialled various additions to the clay body including wax, gum arabic, glaze hardener, but the overall 
factor in the aesthetic outcome was determined by grain size and a well consolidated clay body. 

Reflecting on the qualities of these pieces and thinking about composition for exhibition the the 5 cm vertical limit 
of the CNC mill meant I could only mill 5 cm in one dimension. This proved restrictive as it was difficult to create 
any sense or variation in volume. I applied the same CAD/CNC method to cut plaster moulds to create wet clay 
forms and sections which would allow me to build larger volumetric forms using traditional wet joining methods. 

Using press moulding and slip casting I created a series  of forms from the moulds and by joining and pieces 
together could create larger forms. I also experimented with colour and surface textures by filing the plaster 
moulds with a selection of  materials, granite, mudstone, fired porcelain, glazes etc. The finish of these pieces 
lacked the striations and ‘excavated’ aesthetic quality of the direct matching on clay bodies. I rethought ways to 
change the plane that was cut out of clay body blocks using a method of mounting the clay blocks in wax and 
further shaping with vinegar and masking fluid. 

I was pleased with the results, now I can create objects that can sit on various planes but can be placed and 
viewed  in a variety of ways. I started to think about ways to present my forms. I made a selection of rectangular 
plinths using plaster coloured with Gouache paint and also cutting solid blocks of clay and kiln bricks into plinth 
forms. I will need to further test and trial colour and surface alongside methods of installation. 

Link to blog: https://deancoatesblog.wordpress.com/ 

Technical

https://deancoatesblog.wordpress.com/


“Imagine our descendants in the year 2200 or 2500. They might liken us to aliens who have treated the Earth as if 
to were a mere stopover for refuelling, or even worse, characterise us as barbarians who would ransack their own 
home…. Remember, in the new era, nature is us”. (Crutzen and Schwagerl 2011)  

Human existence can be found in the geological record referred to as the Anthropocene, a term introduced in 
2002 by Nobel Prize winning chemist Paul Crutzen in Nature Magazine. In his book The Earth After Us Jan 
Zalasiewicz proposes speculative scenarios whereby products of the human geologic are incorporated and 
subjected to geological processes. Cities, plastics, mines, quarries and chemicals are eroded, weathered, 
transported and altered chemically and physically. They are subjected to extreme heat and pressure, sub-ducted 
beneath oceanic plates and lifted up in the colliding landmasses. The products of the human geologic and 
natural materials become combined in what Zalasiewicz refers to as Technofossils. They are not isolated objects 
of human and nature but hybrids. The Things (Ingold 2010) of humans and Things of nature have interacted, 
flowed and leaked through their surfaces and a new combined form has come into being. 

Using hammers, chisels, digital CAD and CAM processes, various clay bodies, glazes and surface effects I 
create speculative objects. They are fusions of the human geologic with the natural materials of minerals, mud, 
clay and rock. They present  themselves as curious and undefinable Things that raise questions when viewed 
anthropocentrically. What is it? What is it made of? What does it do? Where is it from? How was it formed?

Statement



To Take Forward

Plinths 
• Shallow plinths press moulded porcelain 
• Kiln insulation bricks cut plinths using CNC 
• Wall fixing shelves 

Forms 
• Larger composite forms made from press moulded forms 
• Directly cut forms 

Surfaces 
• Glazes 
• Slips 
• Resins 

Body 
• Stains 
• Inclusions 

Other materials 
• Dust and chips from shaping body 
• Resins 
• Wood


